Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University has re-negotiated the purchase of all the stock in Daytona Beach Aviation, a fixed base operation located at the Daytona Beach Municipal Airport. Although the aviation facility has changed ownership, it will continue to be operated as an independent business and will retain the name of Dayton Beach Aviation. According to T.K. Jones, new president of Daytona Beach Aviation, and an ERAU graduate, the fixed base operation will provide co-operative education programs for qualified students. In addition, students will work on a part-time basis as pilots, mechanics, and enrokers.

Air Force ROTC
Commandant Visits ERAU Detachment

Brig.Gen. B.B. Cassidy, Jr., Air Force ROTC Commandant, and his Executive Officer, Maj.W. Franklin visited AFROTC DET 157 on 26 October. The Cadet Squadron staff welcomed the Commandant and his Executive Officer, Capt.Guy F. Welch, the Junior AFROTC Unit at Mainland High School provided an Honor Guard for Gen.Cassidy. The Cadet Squadron, commanded by Cadet Colonel Harry Hodges, held an informal student discussion session for the general. After spending time with the cadets, Gen. Cassidy visited the Detachment's activities by Col. Hilton. Col. Jabir, and Commandant ZAFROTC Commander, brought a group of his students to ERAU to meet with Gen.Cassidy. The General remained in Daytona Beach overnight at the hotel owned by Gen. and Mrs. Mamon and Colonels and Mr. Hilton. General Cassidy and his Executive Officer departed Daytona Beach Friday morning for Florida Technological University in Orlando.

It's Your Choice
It's Your Chance

A & P to Initiate Maintenance Program At Virginia College

The Air Force ROTC Commandant Visits ERAU Detachment

Harry Hodges, held an informal student discussion session for the cadets, Gen. Cassidy visited the Detachment's activities by Col. Hilton. Col. Jabir, and Commandant ZAFROTC Commander, brought a group of his students to ERAU to meet with Gen.Cassidy. The General remained in Daytona Beach overnight at the hotel owned by Gen. and Mrs. Mamon and Colonels and Mr. Hilton. General Cassidy and his Executive Officer departed Daytona Beach Friday morning for Florida Technological University in Orlando.

Ford Foundation Offers Fellowships For Minority Groups

The Ford Foundation and the National Fellowship Fund are pleased to announce the following fellowship programs for minority students for the 1973-74 year: Graduate Fellowships for American Indians, Graduate Fellowships for Black Americans, Graduate Fellowships for Mexican Americans, and Graduate Fellowships for Puerto Ricans.

The following fellowship programs are for students a) who plan to pursue full-time study toward the doctoral degree in the Arts or Sciences or b) who hold a first post-baccalaureate professional degree such as the MBA, M.S., M.S.E., and to plan to continue on to the doctoral degree in preparation for a career in higher education. These fellowships provide assistance up to maximum of four years and are available to Ford Foundation offers.

AFOQT Test

The Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) will be administered in Building A, Room 208 on Thursday, November 4, 1972, from 0700 to 1300 hours. For those desiring to take the test, you should contact Maj. Webb at extension 53.

STUDENT COURT

On Thursday, September 9, the Student Court will hold a special session to determine the constitutionality of the recently passed amendment to the SGA Bylaws. This amendment concerns the required qualifications of nominees for the position of Student Body President. The measure is titled, "ASP Students vs. SGA Senate" and will be heard at 5:30 PM.

BOARD OF VISITORS TO HOLD WORKSHOP

A workshop for the Board of Visitors will be held on the ERAU campus on the afternoon of Friday, November 10. The board is composed of local citizens who participate in activities for the promotion of Embry-Riddle's growth and prosperity of the community and to provide an academic enrichment of the student body. The workshop will be held in the Hill Rob Wilson Memorial Aeronautical Science Center and is one in a series of workshops designed to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the facilities and educational programs available at the University. The workshop will be chaired by Thomas Clay, Dean of the College of Aviation Technology, and followed by a tour of the Science Center buildings. The business meeting will be conducted by Austin O. Combs, Chairman of the Board of Visitors.
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ERAU Purchases Daytona Beach Aviation

The independently operated enterprise will serve as a working business laboratory for participating students in various aviation fields. Daytona Beach Aviation will con- struct aircraft for use in the Aircraft Maintenance and Aviation Maintenance Engineering Technology programs.

Without the acquisition of Daytona Beach Aviation, ERAU Detachment Beech Aviation would have had to subcontract its aeronautical activities.

Dracula Hits ERAU - Count Dracula stopped off at the Academic Complex Monday to urge students to give blood. Sigma Chi sorority sponsored Dracula's visit to kick off the Fall blood drive with MidFlorida Red Cross Blood Center held this past Wed. and Thurs. Pilot - Jerry Anderson, Dracula - Wolf Hanson.
Lette. to the editor

The Avion Starts Action Line

A question and answer series is about to start with the next issue of this paper. But to do it, we need your help. The vast investigational facilities of The Avion are at your disposal. We will investigate and answer any question you may have, and print it in The Avion.

Please limit your questions to the university and campus, and try to make questions that will be of general interest to most students.

Drop your questions by The Avion office, Box 1569, or Box 51.

Questions and answers will appear in the new "ACTION LINE" column.

Michael McCarthy

When I transferred to this University in August, I arrived at the dormitory one day before registration. When I gave my name at the desk a phone call was made because my name could not be located on the roster. At its conclusion, the desk attendant told me with a straightforward and unapologetic tone that I was going to be housed at a motel.

Upon my arrival, I met my roommate and we decided that it would be a fruitless effort to unpark. We had all our clothing, books, and materials necessary for a new year. Our room had one closet, three feet wide, and a small desk. My first week at Emory Riddle was living on track two miles from school, with insufficient transportation.

At the conclusion of an almost intolerable inefficient week of registration, I was called by the administration to move out of the motel.

Briefly, let me thank Senator Senators again for getting that drainage ditch cleared around the dormitory. It is obvious that his efforts were responsible for getting that ditch cleared out last week.

The winner of the blood drive will be announced at the beginning of next week and awards will be presented at the Tuesday, November 7, Senate meeting.

Finally, please note that we have moved the SGA office. We are now awaiting construction and other various maintenance changes to complete our new office. We hope that, once this is done, we may better serve the students who have to conduct business with the SGA office.

Richard B. Reiman
President, SGA

The opinions expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of the University or all members of the student body, nor do letters appearing in the Avion necessarily reflect the opinion of this newspaper or its staff.
Temporary Student Jobs Available in Europe

Now any student can independently earn his or her way to Europe by simply obtaining a paying job in Europe. A few weeks work as a porter, hotel, or similar job earning free room and board plus a wage more than pays for the new $35 round-trip Youth Fare being offered by the scheduled airlines. A couple more weeks on the job earns enough for traveling around Europe before returning home.

Thousands of paying student jobs are available in Switzerland, France, Germany, Italy and Spain. Neither previous working experience nor knowledge of a foreign language is required. However, to make sure every student gets to their job the Student Overseas Service (SOS) provides job orientation in Europe.

Jobs immediately available include resort, hotel, restaurant, hospital, farm and sales work. Jobs almost always pay free room and board in addition to a standard wage.

Jobs, work permits, visas, and other necessary working papers are issued to students on a first come, first served basis.

Although thousands of jobs are immediately available, applicants should be submitted far enough in advance to obtain the necessary working papers and permits. Any student may obtain an application form, job listings, and the SOS Handbook on earning a trip to Europe by only sending the name of educational institution, and $1 for air mail postage to SOS, Student Overseas Service, Box 59, Santa Barbara, California 93108.

Some Do's and Don'ts In Successful Interviewing

DO

- Act natural.
- Be honest, neat, and courteous.
- Carry your promises.
- Ask relevant questions.
- Allow employer to express himself.
- Read company literature.
- Examine working environment.
- Evaluate objectively.
- Pay attention.
- Make yourself understood.
- Present informative credentials.
- Think of your potential service to the employer.

DON'T

- Criticize yourself.
- Be late for your interview.
- Freeze or become tense.
- Present an extreme appearance.
- Become impatient.
- Talk too much or too little.
- Oversell your experience.
- Draw out interview.
- Make elaborate promises. Come unprepared. Try to be funny.

Guidance & Counseling--Building 3, room 4 (former Placement Office)

Placement Office--moved to Administration Building, (former SOS Office)

SOS Office--Administration Building, next to Registrar's office.

The easiest way to describe the aerial performance at this year’s Kissimmee Airshow would be to print a list of adjectives like "amazing" and "incredible." However, the list would be very long and not leave space for names of the performers and details of their maneuvers.

At noon on Saturday, it looked as if the spectators might have to take rain checks and return on Sunday. But soon after the officials announced a one-hour delay of the show, the ceiling lifted, the clouds cleared, and the performances began.

Four members of the skydiving Paragliders opened the show with their impressive "flag jump," during which the most experienced jumper who had made over 2,000 jumps unfurled the American flag as he floated to earth.

Next, Mary Saffron, women's world aerobatic champion, performed in her bright yellow Pitts Special. The rivet - popping aerial contortions that followed included blisk-of-the-eye snap rolls, outside loops, and Lomceus (Polish for "headache"). The precision and "class" of her performance was such that I decided that it was a trick. They used a radio-controlled model, or did it without errors.

Jim Holland was next in his green, white, and black Pitts. His special, the "Fleghe," was ideally suited for the job.

The pilot who followed was Bob Hoover, the "executive carob." His airplane was the twin-engine, North American Rockwell Shrike Commander. His first demonstration loops, rolls, and "funny wraps" (rocking back and forth from one landing gear to another) were

Rolled, and entered dog fights - Debbie in a Citabria and the men in two Pitts Specials. When the smoke cleared, I felt exhausted. My capacity to amaze had reached its limit. "You should have been there, it was astounding, fantastic, superb, explosive..."

By John R. Miller

Placing Eye on Staff D.18, P.23

Club Rates Available

THE PLACE TO RENT AIRPLANES

To Islander and Service INC.
Dayton Beach Regional Airport

VOGUE COUNTY'S GREAT FLYING SERVICE

Cessna 150
Cessna 177
Beechcraft 140
Skyhawk (full IFR)
Bonanza 225
Bonanza 265
Piper Apache
Arresto "C"
Sikorsky Dies at 83

Igor Sikorsky, the man who designed the world’s first practical helicopter, died last week at the age of 83.

Sikorsky, an experienced aircraft designer, arrived in the United States with only a few hundred dollars in his pocket after fleeing the Russian revolution.

In 1937, the Aircraft Corporation allotted him money for helicopter research. After spending less than $800,000, he designed and built the first practical helicopter, and it flew successfully on September 14, 1939.

From 1939, helicopters became more and more agile, and even revolutionized warfare. But Sikorsky, a devout Orthodox Jew, was far more proud that his helicopters had become invaluable instruments of peace. Sikorsky, in his 80s, often said that he has spent his life working to create peace and understanding between nations.

The day he died, November 29, 1972, Sikorsky was in his office at Sikorsky Aircraft in Stratford, Connecticut, working on the SH-3 Sea King helicopter. He died of a heart attack at 11:30 p.m.

Sikorsky was born in Russia in 1889 and was a student of the great Russian helicopter designer Konstantin T. Zhulin. He moved to the United States in 1923 and founded Sikorsky Aircraft in 1923.

Sikorsky was a man of many firsts. He was the first to design a practical helicopter, the first to fly a helicopter commercially, and the first to produce helicopters in large quantities.

Sikorsky was also a man of great generosity. He donated millions of dollars to various charities, including the American Red Cross and the United Nations.

Sikorsky’s legacy lives on in the thousands of helicopters he designed and built. His helicopters have been used in many different roles, including combat, search and rescue, and transportation.

Sikorsky’s death is a great loss to the aviation world and to the world at large. He was a true pioneer, a true leader, and a true hero.

The AYIOU is a publication for Embry Riddle Aeronautical University students, published every term. It is a student-operated publication that is entirely student-managed and student-directed. The AYIOU is a forum for students to share their ideas, opinions, and experiences.

A Bracelet is an Invisible Bond

In a number of magazine and newspaper articles, national recognition has been given to the program of POW/MIA bracelets. Some of them refer to the wearing of POW/MIA bracelets as a fad. Webster defines a fad as "...a style that interests many people for a short time." In this sense, we hope the bracelet is a fad, that it will be worn for a very short and coordinating student organizations like the I.S.A. and I.F.C. Greg will aid you with any problems or questions you may have concerning school, personal or academic difficulties.

Greg is very happy to belong to the ERAU. He finds the school very alive and growing and the administration very aware of student needs and concerns, Greg remarked. He believes that ERAU is unique in that it has a very specialized curricular and a high percentage of foreign students who could greatly benefit from counseling services.

Greg expressed a real desire to meet as many ERAU students as possible and to learn about our school. So whether you have a problem or not, drop in and talk with Greg sometime soon.

There is no truth to the rumor that one student finished his flight course in one trimester.

The AYIOU is a publication for Embry Riddle Aeronautical University students primarily staffed by AYIOU Students’ Activity Fee Council and the Student Government Association. Articles may be submitted to the AYIOU for publication by the administration, the faculty, and the student body. The AYIOU deadline is Friday afternoon at 4 P.M. Please mark all letters and manuscripts in the box outside of the trailer, inside the trailer, or E-RAU Box 1306.
Around Central Florida

Twenty-four miles west of Silver Springs, just north of Dunnellon, Florida, is Rainbow Springs. Many of the old time Florida residents claim this complex has the appearance of Silver Springs some 30 years ago. My family and I found this beautiful area to be just the place to pass a leisurely afternoon. The single admission price is very reasonable and permits one to partake in all the attractions.

The boats found at Rainbow Springs are unique in that your seat is five feet below the surface of the water. During your cruise down the Rainbow River, you are able to view the various types of fish and aquatic life in their natural surroundings. If you are an avid fisherman, you will be actually shocked at the tremendous size of some of the Largemouth Bass in this river. Sorry, no fishing though.

To quote a travel brochure, "Rainbow Springs is a place of almost surrealistic beauty, a place of rare beauty, a place of enchanting beauty, a place of incomparable beauty, a place of unmatched beauty." This is the subject of repeated recognition, including a coveted national award for contribution to the beautification of America. The emphasis on natural vegetation and natural beauty is exemplified by the more than 500,000 plants and flowers (30,000 azaleas and 200,000 day lilies alone).

There is a mini-rodeo complete with professional cowboys and bucking broncos, a mono-rail which carries you over the highest waterfall in Florida, small animal enclosures which contain deer and various domesticated animals, the world's tallest aviary, and miles of flower-bordered paths.

As you prepare for a trip to this oasis of natural beauty, be sure to pack some additional film for your cameras. Good color pictures will permit you to re-live the many enjoyable hours you can spend at this beautiful, highly recommended trip to Rainbow Springs. Be prepared for a very enjoyable experience.

Tire Discounts to Students

Arrangements have been made for all Embry-Riddle students and faculty members to purchase B.F. Goodrich tires at wholesale prices. Your special discount card enables the bearer to purchase all tires and related services with discounts ranging from 20% to 50% off regular retail prices. If you haven't received your card yet, stop by the B.F. Goodrich Store, 907 Volusia Ave., or the film to get one. This card must be presented with proper identification in order for you to receive these prices.

Stereo 500

CARTRIDGE HEADQUARTERS

PLAYERS from $39.95

INCLUDES LIFETIME GUARANTEE

TAPES $3.99 3 for $11

DYNACO COMPONENTS

WOLLSENSK 3M RECORDERS

DIAMOND NEEDLES

BSR TURN TABLES

FOR $149.95

model 8050

EIGHT TRACK RECORD/PLAY

PRE-AMP DECK

reg $179.95  SALE $149.95

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER

Play one get one free

Dynaound 8 track blanks

80 min. 2 pack $2.99

8 track of the same

Conrad's

When you eat at the

AIRPORT RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Under Management of Jerry's Caterers

If you feel like this guy looks after the flight, refresh yourself at our lounge.

20% OFF

When you eat at the

AIRPORT RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

20% OFF IN THE RESTAURANT

20% OFF IN THE LOUNGE

AIRPORT EMPLOYEES, EMBRY-RIDDLE STUDENTS AND EMPLOYEES, WITH IDENTIFICATION

CONGRATULATIONS to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Roberts for the birth of a 7 pound, 1 ounce baby girl on Oct 25, 1972, at the Halifax Hospital. Welcome to the world, a baby girl! Credit 1 Airplane!

There is no truth to the rumor that the airplane have to pay a "no show" when they are not available.

There is no truth to the rumor that the trolley Diddle Flight Line will give you the same answer twice.

TODAY'S MUSIC ON

by Rory Donnelly

For weeks I have been ignoring the new John David Souther album, I don't have any particular reason, maybe that totally rejected face on the album cover looked at all pains for me to get involved with. But last week I finally gave it a chance and bought the album.

The album is John David Souther's first attempt at a recording and is saved from being a musical flop by the lively production efforts that include background voices, which could easily be mistaken for the Eagles. This 'eagly' feeling is due to Glenn Fry, who plays slide guitar for the Eagles and sits in with John David on a few cuts.

The winning edge of this album, however, is the strength of John David Souther as an individual. Although he may sound a bit overly determined, his music is strong, with powerful lyrics. The songs "Run Like A Thief", "Jesus in 3/4 Time", and "Out To See" typify a singularity that we seldom hear anymore. But, it is the acidity ingredient that makes the album any success at all for me.

All in all, the album has to be a success as far as I'm concerned. It's an album that I wish I had borrowed instead of bought. I'd rather have saved my money until the second album is released by John David Souther.
SUGAR MILL TAKES ITS TOLL

Golf competition at the end of the season finds E-RAU golfers with two wins, three losses and one tie. Sugar Mill Country Club, at New Smyrna Beach, holds the distinction by many east coast golfers as being a monster, has maintained its pride in true form, with both golfers being able to hold their own on the first hole, a par four. The 536 yards, then managed to creep over the next five holes, to even par on the next hole, therefore, it is only right that he retarded "Honor Man" of the week. E-RAU was defeated there by Florida Atlantic 330 to 348. Neither team was able to turn in any spectacular scores. Paul Loughrey had an 11 over par total for best round.

At Stetson in Deland, Loughrey turned in a round of 75; Gene Wages, 79; Stan Bartlett, 81; and Bill Georgeff, 84, for a four man total of 319. Against the Stetson 294, E-RAU was tied with Stetson.

Further travel this week found the team playing in the Vikes Invitational between seven junior colleges throughout central Florida. During the first day, the entire team finished with a 305 total. Paul Loughrey shot a 68; Stan Bartlett, 74; and Herb Loughrey, 77; and Gene Holloway, 83. During this round, Loughrey was one stroke short of being tied for the first place among the forty-eight competitors. The following day was marred by rain showers, but after waiting until late afternoon and killing a big and a lot of wet golfers, play was resumed. The results were: Paul Loughrey, 75; Gene Wages, 75; Stan Bartlett, 78; and Walt Guy, 81; for a total of 271. Dean Spears was extremely pleased with the results of the team and concluded that even though "close doesn't count," getting beat by a hired prob doesn't take out some of the sting.

E-RAU defeated St. John's of Palatka and Orlando, 271-377 and won the first 15-5. They were faced with the Coastal Georgia Champs and the Delta Chi 320. E-RAU lost to the vets 311-19. The vets were victorious at Delta Chi to be on the winning side of the match.

The vets won again as they stayed tied for first place with the Delta Chi. Sigma Phi Delta was the victim this time. Benny Archuleta (Plash St. George) outran everyone for a 60 yard scoring play. Bob Saxon and Rick Biptere also scored for the vets.

A big game for the fraternity title was played at 12:00 as we watched the Delta Chi meet the Sigma Chi team. This game would give the winner solo possession of the interfraternal league first place. The vets illustrated the fine play which has kept them undefeated for 28 straight games, as they won 25-3. Paul Barry and Dennis Gerle were the offensive stars and Larry Froede kept the defense together.

The last game of the season at 1:00 PM will watch the Vets and Jets and what a game it will be. It looks as if both teams will give each other a good game, no matter what place they get through the coming week.

THE FACULTY WINS VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP

by James Hunter

Last Tuesday evening marked the final game of volleyball this year. The championship game was played by the Faculty and the James Gang both teams were undefeated. The winner is picked by the best score of out of 3 games. In the first game we saw the Faculty win 15-12. In the second the James Gang was ahead 1-5. In the third and final game the James Gang was looking very strong and the Faculty really got together with Mr. Wursbach's fabulous serving skills came on top 15-10. So the Faculty was this year's volleyball champs.

The next game was played by the Spikers and Delta Chi, actually the Spikers played themselves. Delta Chi was too busy practicing for their first football game scheduled for Nov. 12.

Mr. Wursbach is planning an even bigger intramural volleyball league for next year. He intends to have one league for all the fraternities and one mixed league for girls and guys playing on the same team.

In the Jan. 27, 1971, page 17, let's see if this will happen...

E-RAU SPORTS

JETS DISPLAY SUPERIOR BLOCKING

LAST TWO WEEKS FOR INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL

Intramural Football

by Bob Argilla

The final two weeks of intramural football are coming up and the predictions of the beginning of the season are coming true. The Delta Chi 320 and Vets 320 are still both undefeated at 5-0 and both clubs are unscorched upon.

The action last week started at 9 AM, when the three Coyote team defeated Lambda Chi, 26-0. The Coyotes finally got together and displayed a well balanced attack.

Vinnie Spadosfora was the big man for the Coyotes as he scored three times. The Lambda Chi team lost its first straight game while the Coyotes won the second while losing three games.

Sunshine Co. held on to second place as they squeaked past the Coyotes, 7-6. Quarterback Steve Bell (who?) scored the winning T.D. for Sunshine Co. and middle lineman Frank Magstone held Sunshine Co.'s defense together.

SUNSHINE CO. TEAM OF THE WEEK

Injuries have seemed to have slowed down the campus this year, most of them sustained off the field, but they haven't affected full capacity this week.

If the offense can match the defense in the rest of the games, the Sunshine Co. should finish in the top 2.

DAYTONA BEACH SPORTS CAR HARE & HOUND RALLY THIS SAT.

You can spend an enjoyable, unusual evening as you chase the elusive hare over hill and dale. There will also be a free party for all participation afterwards. Trophies will be awarded to the three best chasers.

This event is open to everybody. The rally vehicle (two people to a car please). A flashlight, pen or pencil and paper are extremely helpful to each entrant.

When: Saturday evening, Nov. 4, 1972.
Time: Registration, 6:30-7:30 PM
Where: Speedway Tunnel Entrance
Cost: $2.00 for non-DESCC members.
$2.00 for DESC members.
Information: Call Larry Dictman 252-7676.
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The next game was played by the Spikers and Delta Chi, actually the Spikers played themselves. Delta Chi was too busy practicing for their first football game scheduled for Nov. 12.

Mr. Wursbach is planning an even bigger intramural volleyball league for next year. He intends to have one league for all the fraternities and one mixed league for girls and guys playing on the same team.
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FINAL VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS

TEAM WCN LOSS
Faculty 4 0 0
James Gang 3 1 0
Spikers 2 2 0
Delta Chi 1 3 0
Phoenix 0 4 0
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Mechanics Earn $6.60 An Hour

The nearly 10,000 IAM members on Braniff Air Lines and the 1,600 members on Braniff Airways have won new 2-month contracts providing wage increases and other improvements. The new mechan- ist's rate will jump to $6.60 hourly; next Jan. 1, to $7.40.

Vice President Danblue of Washington, D.C., reported the new agreement. Both con- tracts provide for $5.94 wage raise, as approved by the Nixon Pay Board, plus catch-up raises that must receive Pay Board approval.

These include adjusting wage rates upward to conform with rates on other airlines that settled later with the IAM in the last round of negotiations. Also included in the catch-up are dental insurance plans, won three years ago.

Both agreements are similar except that not identical with the IAM agreement recently nego- tiated on United Air Lines. This was the first wrinkle in the current round of negotia- tions with eight major airlines. The IAM agreement has won full Pay Board approval.

Both the Eastern and Braniff agreements were ratified by the members voting station- to-station across the USA.

James G. Cates, pres- ident of IAM District 160, Chief union negoti- ator with Eastern, and J. D. Crow, president of IAM District 146, his counterpart on Braniff, reported the details.

How To Make A Proof Set

by Joe Green

Proof sets can be or- dered (after November 1) from the United States Mint in San Francisco.

The $500 quarter proof set will consist of an eagle dollar, a Kennedy half, a Washington quarter, a Roosevelt dime, a Jefferson nickel, and a Lincoln penny. The price for the 1973 set is $7.00. The address is: Bureau of the Mint, 5th and Mission San Francisco, California 94103. Don't send cash, and the limit is usually five sets per person.

Why invest in proof sets? Well, besides be- ing an interesting and rewarding collection, they appreciate in value rapidly. A 1956 proof set now selling for $800; a 1950 proof set is selling for $100.

They make occasional mistakes when they make proof sets too. The 1970 proof set with no mint mark on the nickel is now selling for $600. The 1971 proof set with no mint mark on the nickel is selling for $575.

Don't send cash—they only accept checks or money orders—and expect a long waiting period before you receive them.

MOVING SOON, MUST SELL!

Kenmore automatic wash- ing machine, top load- ing, new pump and drive belt. Works good.

$390.00

Faircrest (J.M. Fields) air conditioner, 27,000 BTU, new, window mounted. Just what you need for those hot Florida days! $290.00

Gibson 12 string guitar. Lifetime factory war- ranty. Case, picks and guard included. A beautiful instrument. $150.00

Save $20.00 off dealer's price! Brand new cool- ing fan clutch for FIAT 124 Sport Coupe or Spider. $30.00

Weightlifting press bench. Welded iron with vinyl top. $290.00

Install a Judson Elec- tronic Magneto in your car. Extends the life of plugs and points. Boosts gas mileage and power! Easy to install. Replaces your present ignition coil. $27.00

GE vacuum cleaner. New parts and vocals, attach- ment included. $15.00

Sunglasses! One pair Ray-Ban aviator style with case. $10.00

One pair Ray-Ban out- doorsman style with brow bar, case included. $20.00

One pair U.S. Air Force military style with case. $5.00

Contact Paul Regalado at 525-6674.

Tires Don't Have To Be Expensive.

All Tires Made By Major Manufacturers.

LET'S COMPARE TIRE COST

BRAND NAME

Dunlop

Firestone

Goodyear

Kenda

Price per Tire

$48.00

$49.00

$47.00

$45.00

Discount Price

$39.00

$45.00

$42.00

$38.00

10 Tires

$390.00

$445.00

$420.00

$380.00

15 Tires

$585.00

$667.50

$630.00

$570.00

20 Tires

$780.00

$880.00

$840.00

$760.00

WE MAINTAIN THE MOST COMPLETE WHEEL COVERAGE IN FLORIDA!

STEVENS TIRE WAREHOUSE

121 NAPLES RD, FORT MYERS, FL

OPEN 7 DAYS

PHONE 235-3801

WILKINSON AVIATION, INC.

NEW SMYRNA BEACH AIRPORT

PHONE 428-6061

BEST RATES IN AREA

(ONLY LOW BID RATES)

TAILWHEEL CHAMP - $10.00

Cessna 150 - $10.00

Cessna 140 - $12.00

(LOW IFR RATES)

CHEROKEE 150 - $14.00

CHEROKEE 140 - $12.00

(LOW TWIN APACHE RATES)

TWIN APACHE - $55.00

(EVEN LOWER XC DRY RATES)

No minimum checkout time

SINGLE OR TWIN

-NITE & BAHAMA FLIGHTS ALSO-

A SHORT DRIVE TO INEXPENSIVE FUN FLYING AT U-W AIRCRAFT BEAUTIFULLY ORIGINAL J-3 CUB

$500.00

CESSNA 140

$500.00

CESSNA 140

DUAL AERONAUTICS IN STEARMAN

CHECK OUT IN A TAILDRAGER SOON!

JH AIRCRAFT DELAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT DELAND FLORIDA PH. 734-1027

Well Balanced Whopper the free Whopper this week goes to Coke
Resume Rules

It appears that many persons are coming around to the Placement Office to have their
resumes prepared and for that reason we feel we should publicize our rules again.
1. Complete the resume information sheet and set a date for the paper to be picked up. Do not
expect one day service as there are others who have been waiting longer.
2. If a special form for preparing the resume is preferred by you, be sure you inform the per-
son typing it so that it will be done to your satisfaction. The date for the resume to be
ready for pick-up should be agreed upon with the person typing it, no one else.
3. When handing in the information sheet make sure that everything on it is correct, spell-
ing, names, titles, anything you put on it will be typed that way and if you happen to be care-
less on the Information sheet, it will be wrong on the final copy. Also, be sure that everything
you want on the final resume is on the information sheet because it will be typed only once.
4. When the final copy of the resume is ready and you have come in to pick it up, do not leave
the Placement Office until you have proofread it. It is hard to find typos to proof their own
work so it will be left up to you to do so. Once you leave the office with your resume we will
assume that your approval has been placed on it and there are no typping errors in it. We will
not retype it after you have left the office and given us the word that it is satisfactory.
5. You are given the chance to do it over so do it carefully, two or three
times won't hurt any feelings, just make sure before you leave the office.
6. If the final copy is done to your satisfac-
tion and you would like to have it printed, the Print Shop on campus will be glad to do so at
a small fee. It is up to you to have the copies made, not the Placement Office. A copy
should, however, be returned to the Placement Office to be kept on file for future refer-
ence.
7. Now that we have given you the ground rules or procedure for having a resume completed, do
not hesitate to come by. We are also prepared to help with cover letters, but like resumes we can
only type one of them. The Placement Office is in Building 9, room 4, across from the Student Center.

LOCAL GUARD NEEDS PEOPLE

by Curtis J. Perree, Jr.

Captain H. B. Rawlins
of Battery "D" 1st AM
on 265 Arty. ADA Florida National Guard is
looking for qualified people to join the local National Guard unit.
Currently needed are
reserve commissioned of-
icers not on active duty that are Air De-
fense qualified in the
grade of 1st Lieutenant or Captain.
Other branch qualified officer
may apply. Also, prior service enlisted men may be accepted in
their former rank and
college students who would like to perform
their military obliga-
tion as reserve officers or enlisted personnel in the National Guard.
Interested persons should call SPC LeCours or Lt. Cobb at 352-
6458 from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m.